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Exported Listing

 

Bell 205A1 USD 2,450,000

Manufacturer Bell

Category n/a

Configuration Utility

Year 1968

Time 13429.9

Price 2450000

Serial Number 30014

Registration
Number

n/a

Description
Extremely well equipped machine that is perfect
for Fire Fighting and Utility operations. The
helicopter is also an excellent candidate for an
A1++ upgrade due to the fact that the engine is
due for overhaul.
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Avionics

Encoding altimeter - FM Keypad

FM Transceiver - Wulfsberg RT-30

ADF - Bendix King KR 87

Directional Gyro - AIM 200

Transponder - Bendix King

Audio controller - NAT AMS42

FM control head - NAT TH250-2UF

Dual VHF COMM - Bendix King KY196A

Intercom system

Blind encoder

Satellite tracking system - Skytrac ISAT 200A

ELT remote control panel - Kannad RC200

ELT - Kannad 406AF-Compact

Equipment

Two (2) Concorde lead acid batteries

Dart tailboom baggage compartment protector kit

VIH heavy duty door stops

Onboard load cell

Dart bear paws

Dart cabin door roller kit

Dart door handle kit

Dart tail light fairing - LH

Dart dual cargo mirror

Dart door sill protective trim

Cargo hook

Rilpa solid state inverter

Fast fin

AAI windshield

Sacksafoam control unit - Model 302

Tailboom strake

AAI RH crew door upper window

AAI crew door FWD RH window
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AAI skylight - RH & LH green

First aid kit

Crew entrance step for high skid gear

Dual electric fuel boost pump

External cargo hook release - copilot

Cabin flight steps

GPS mount provisions

Dart tunnel kit

Dart door support kit

Dart adjustable engine mount kit

Dart LED pulse lights

Dart main rotor tie down

AAI push out window retrofit

Auxiliary fuel tank (40 gal)

AFS inlet barrier filter

AAI skid tubes

AAI high skid gear crosstubes

204 LH crew seat

AAI sliding crew door windows

Perkins plastic crew door FWD window - LH

AAI post windows

Survival kit

Flare gun kit

Interior

Five (5) utility passenger seats

4-Point harness

The descriptions and/or specifications provided are for introductory information only and do not imply
any warranties or representations. The Purchaser is responsible for verification of specifications upon
inspection. The Helicopter is offered subject to prior sale, lease or withdrawal from the market without
prior notice.
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